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Though Peter Abrahams was a South African and not native speaker of English, he used a lot of different stylistic devices and emotive means in his work. While reading the book, a reader comes across to various stylistic devices which helped to make the novel more colourful. The language of the novel is simple and understandable. The author used the stylistic devices in picturing the nature, in the description of village, the characters of the novel. He didn’t use them much in the speech of characters as it would be unconvincing to the reader. References: Galperin I. R. Stylistics. Moscow:Highe The Book of Abraham is a historical novel written by Marek Halter that documents the history (both factual and fictional) of his Jewish family. Although the early parts of the book are fictional, those parts taking place after the fifteenth century factually document the history of Marek Halter’s family. Abraham Hicks - Writer Has A Novel Rocket Of Desire. The Law of Attraction Audiobook | Abraham Hicks | Complete Book. PRIDE & PREJUDICE - FULL AudioBook by Jane Austen - English Literature - Fiction. Transcription. Plot summary. The book begins in 70 AD in Jerusalem during the siege of the city by the Romans just prior to the destruction of the Second Temple. Abraham, a Jewish scribe, his wife and two sons live in Jerusalem and have survived the siege.